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Expectation of Value from Data/Data Analytics
Adaptive and Autonomous Analytics – self-learning systems
(artificial intelligence/machine learning) that curate appropriate
data and predict in real-time environment

Value

Ask the

Prescriptive Analytic – Optimize around Changing Constraints and
Question
Conditions
Predictive Analytics – Forecast Performance
Diagnostic Analytics –Find Unknown Patterns, Find Anomalies and
Outliers
Descriptive Analytics – Report What Happened
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Context Specific Application:
Examining the Potential Audit Benefits of
Audit Data Analytics
• Audit Data Analytics Technology Adoption by Internal
Audit Function
• Changes in Audit Environment Outcomes
• Reductions in (External) Audit Fees
• Reductions in (External) Audit Delays

• Validation Tests

• Financial Reporting Environment Outcomes

• Material Weaknesses, Restatements, and Discretionary Accruals

Context: Audit Data Analytics
AICPA - the analysis of accounting data, together with other related
financial or non-financial information, for the purpose of identifying
potential misstatements or risks of material misstatement.
Enhanced Statistical Analysis, Visualization, Unstructured and Big Data Capabilities…..

IIA - faster, more efficient, and more effective audit processes; more
timely risk and control assurance

Our Study
• Audit Analytics Observations = 133 Press Releases
• 2006-2017 Time Period
• Keyword Search and Action Verbs
• Cross-Validation and Interrater Reliability

• Control Sample Approaches

• Population-Based
• Industry-Matched Control Groups
• Industry/Auditor/Size Match
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Material Weaknesses

Restatements

Discretionary Accruals

Thanks!

(PR Newswire)-- Nov. 6, 2013: Descriptive
Datawatch Corporation (NASDAQ-CM: DWCH), the leading global provider of visual data discovery solutions, today announced that Vodafone has
deployed Datawatch as part of a suite of tools to provide a validated,
company-wide view of business transactions that will enable the Internal Audit Team to quickly spot anomalous issues and minimize risk…..The new
analytic tools, which will now include data from PDFs, Excel spreadsheets and multiple diverse reports, will give the Internal Audit Department
unprecedented access to huge volumes of data…….All this data, together with the unstructured and semi-structured data from operational systems
across the globe, …...with real-time streaming data into visually rich analytic applications allow users to dynamically discover key factors that impact
any operational aspect of their business.
(BUSINESS WIRE)--February 21, 2017: Diagnostic
Aptos, Inc., a recognized market leader in retail technology solutions, today announced Tailored Brands, Inc., (NYSE: TLRD), has selected the powerful
Aptos Sales Audit Solution to improve financial visibility and decision making across its extensive omni-channel retail enterprise…… provide a unified
view of our enterprise financial transactions across all channels and brands…… to easily quantify and qualify our financial performance in all areas
down to the individual store-level….. The company will leverage Aptos Sales Audit to validate and relay accurate and timely transaction information
throughout the enterprise, integrating data from its point of sale and legacy back end systems, for improved decision making, streamlined operations
and reduced costs. Aptos Sales Audit ensures the integrity, accuracy and availability of detailed transactional data from every sales channel and touch
point and streamlines audit activities. Aptos' central audit repository receives all transaction data, treats it to a consistent and robust set of business
rules, and then quickly feeds all validated data directly to the entire retail enterprise. Designed for multi-channel retail chains, Aptos Sales Audit is
flexible, easy to integrate, and proven by more than 250 leading fashion, department, discount, and specialty retailers in North America, Europe, Asia
and Australia.
(BUSINESS WIRE)-- May 20, 2013: Predictive
Today, Verafin announced a partnership with Fundtech, to integrate Fundtech's PAYplus payment platforms: PAYplus Connect & PAYplus USA with
Verafin's enterprise FRAML solution. This integration of the leading funds transfer solution in the US and North America's most advanced behaviorbased fraud detection and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) analytics gives financial institutions the power to prevent wire fraud in real time… proactively
protect our subsidiary banks from even the latest criminal advances. We did not want a point solution that gave us only one piece of the fraud puzzle.
We needed technology with the flexibility to integrate with our existing systems; a solution that gave us breadth of functionality and a better view of
customer activity across our enterprise.

